MISSION 1:
UNSTICK THE STICKY ALIEN!

Hello, I am
Viggo!

Once upon a time, in
a galaxy far away,

There was a small planet
called LittlePlanet...

Haha! I want to live
on this planet!

One day, the small planet got
a visitor… A sticky, invisible
alien from outer space!

HI !

Haha! I’m sticking
everywhere!

Where LittleHumans lived with
their friends and family.

Sticky Alien

We are picking flowers
for our family today!

The LittleHumans and their friends
loved this small planet. It gave
them a home, food and beautiful
flowers.

The sticky alien began to
spread itself all around the
LittlePlanet...

The sticky alien even liked to
stick to LittleHuman’s faces… eww!

The nose

Hello !

The eyes
The alien was so sticky and so
invisible, that it stuck to
LittleHuman hands without them
noticing.

And I am RJ!

The alien began to travel around
the littlePlanet. Sticking to the
hands of LittleHumans and their
friends when they touched.
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The mouth

Viggo, do you think this
alien is sticking
everywhere?

Oh no! What
is happening?

It is sticking
everywhere !

I don’t know, but I know
how we can check!

Oh no !

RJ knew somthing strange was
happening, why was everybody
sick?

RJ and Viggo used their portable
microscopes to see how far the
invisble alien was sticking.

All of the outside world was full
of the alien substance and RJ and
her friends were very worried.

Don’t touch anything! I
did and now I don’t feel
very well.

Why is everything
so sticky?

I should be isolating
myself, I am coughing
too much !

cough cough
cough cough

Soon, since everyone on the little
planet started to discover the
sticky alien, all of the public
spaces were closed, including
playgrounds!

I am so hot !

When they touched the sticky
alien, some LittleHumans and
friends became sick.

Some LittleHumans
started to cough!

Grandmas and
Grandpas

I am feeling fine,
what about you?

Friends

I just have a little
headache

Teachers
Some got a fever!

Others felt nothing at all!
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The sticky alien stuck
to everyone!

Neighbours

Don’t worry RJ, I am
staying far away!

Hello Grandma, how are
you? I hope the sticky
alien has not stuck to
you!

HI !

LittleHumans wanted to stop the
alien, so they found new ways to say
hello!

Some of them thought the Alien stuck
to their hands, so they said hello
with their feet!

Some LittleHumans started living
in toilet paper castles because
they were afraid that they would
not have enough!

Doctor Terrestrial, who lives
on the planet next door! Let’s
go grab our jet-packs!

How do we fight this alien?

To infinity and
beyond

I know !
Why don’t we ask Doctor
Terrestrial ?

Doctor who ?

RJ, do not forget
to put your
helmet on !

RJ and Viggo took their jet-pack
to find the Dr Terrestrial.

Look! We are almost there. I
hope the Doctor will be able
to help us !

I am Doctor
Terrestrial, come in !

RJ and Viggo landed.
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Hello Doctor, we are RJ and
Viggo, we live on the
LittlePlanet and we need
your help.

I do know what it is. It’s
called Covid-19, this Alien
comes from the planet
coronavirus.

Hi RJ,
tell me
everything !

On our planet, there is an invisible
and sticky alien that has spread
everywhere. It makes everyone feel
sick. Do you know what it could be ?

Doctor Terrestrial spent many
years fighting aliens. And knew
how to treat the stickiest of
aliens.

Covid-19 is a VERY sticky alien.
But with my advice, you & all
the LittleHumans can unstick
this alien. RJ & Viggo are you
ready ?

Advice 1

NOOO ! I am
disappearing !

ARGG, I hate
soap and water !

Singing the alphabet

«A-B-C-D
E - F - G ... »

We are ready,
let’s go !

First, the COVID-19 haaates soap.
Sticky hands can be unstuck by
washing them with soap and water.

Advice 2

Second, sneezes MUST be
captured. Tissues and elbows are
the best capturing devices!

Advice 3

Cover your mouth
and your nose when
you go out !

Third, do not touch your face even
if it's scratchy. Covid-19 can sneak
into our mouths, noses and eyes.
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BUT, LittleHumans need to
wash, squish and bubble their
hands in soap for 20 seconds.

Advice 4

Lastly, be still, relax and stay at
home. If no one touches the alien,
the alien will stop touching other
people and it will dissappear.

RJ, Viggo, now you
have this advice you
need to zoom home
and share this advice
with the planet!

Before you go, I forgot to tell
you. Healthland is very busy,
but if you have any questions
please phone me on !!!
Thank you so much
for your help Doctor!

That's so nice,
thanks!

We've got
this!

And easier
than visiting!

We need to be quick !
The alien multiplies
itself each second !

We need to share
Doctor Terrestrial’s
advice to fight the alien
without meeting them.

RJ & Viggo zipped back home
as fast as they could.

... We know what the alien hates. Humans
Little & Tall need to wash their hands with
soap. And ....

We could do a
video and send it
to everyone !

RJ and Viggo thought of ways
to prevent people spreading
alien Covid-19.

Everyone listened to RJ & Viggo.
Humans Little & Tall stayed in
their homes.

With no more hands to live on, the
Covid-19 alien started to disapear.
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A few weeks later, everything was
back to normal, the sticky alien
had left the LittlePlanet.

GOODBYE, SEE YOU
SOON, FOR MANY
NEW ADVENTURES !!

I am picking up flowers for
my grandmother, I am so
happy to see her again !

And everyting returned back
to normal, RJ could see her
friends and family again !

THANK YOU RJ AND VIGGO, YOU
HAVE SAVED YOUR PLANET !!
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